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P R E S E N T I N G  T H E  Q U E E N S

QUEEN CARLOTA JOAQUINA OF BOURBON

Her sphinx figures along with that of D João VI, in the Triumphal Arch of Seteais. Elegant 
and magnificent, her majesty was a true enthusiast for Parisian fashion and luxury.

Queen Carlota Joaquina Tea requires reservation with 24 hours in advance.

TEA SERVICE
Signature pastry selection by Chef Cintia Koerper

Scones with butter, homemade jam and crème fraîche
Traditional pastry from Sintra

Finger sandwiches
Glass of Champagne

Tea selection

€37 Per person

Little princes and princesses up to 12 years old: 50% Offer

QUEEN CATHERINE OF BRAGANZA

The official introduction to the renowned 
Tea Ritual, not so British at the time, takes 

place with a distinctive moment: when 
Catherine of Braganza, at age 22, arrives 

in England to marry Charles II. 

TEA SERVICE
Pastry Assortment (3 pieces)
Scones with butter and jam

Finger sandwiches
Tea selection

€30 Per person



T E A  C O L L E C T I O N

FRENCH EARL GREY
A fragrant variation of the great classic, this 
black tea has been delicately infused with 

citrus fruits and deep blue cornflowers.

JASMINE QUEEN
Intoxicating jasmine flowers enhance the 

sparkling elegance of this delicately 
fashioned green tea.

MOROCCAN MINT
A timeless classic. A fine green tea perfectly 

blended with smooth and strong Sahara 
mint.

SILVER MOON
A blend of green teas is accented with a 
grand fruit and vanilla bouquet, smooth, 

with just a hint of spice. A tea for that 
special moment.

CHAMOMILE
Soft and soothing, these rare chamomile 

flowers boast a rich honey aroma and yield 
a golden, theine-free cup.

ENGLISH BREAKFAST
A strong British blend of black teas, dark in 

colour and rich in aroma.

EMPEROR SENCHA
A fine tea with a subtle taste, this 

invigorating Japanese green tea is rich in 
vitamin C and contains very little theine.

IMPERIAL LAPSANG SOUCHONG
This smoky black tea boasts beautiful 

leaves and a smooth, full-bodied flavour 
impregnated with the aroma of rare 

Chinese pine. A gorgeous daytime tea that 
is perfect with a savoury meal.

ROYAL DARJEELING
The King of Indian teas, this first flush boasts 

an elegant fragrance and a remarkable 
aroma.

PAI MU TAN
Smooth, delicate and highly refreshing. This 
fine white tea yields a slightly pale cup with 
an aroma of honey and a smooth velvety 

flavour. Delightful in the evening.

PÓLO CLUB
Gather strength from this aromatic green 

tea which infuses into an emerald cup 
inflected with soft notes of smooth caramel 

sweetness.

POMME PRESTIGE
A lingering desire, a whiff of temptation... 
alluring and fragrant apples yield their 

immortal aroma to this tangy and 
delightful black tea.

RED OF AFRICA
Delicate red tea from South Africa blended 

with sweet spices and marigold. This 
theine-free tea can be served warmed or 

iced, at any time of the day.




